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Abstract

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) may affect the pharmacodynamics of centrally acting drugs. Paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (ppTMS) is a safe and noninvasive measure of cortical gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-mediated cortical inhibition. Huperzine A (HupA) is a naturally occurring acetylcholinesterase inhibitor with newly discovered potent GABA-mediated antiepileptic capacity, which is reliably detected by ppTMS. To test whether TBI alters cerebral HupA pharmacodynamics, we exposed rats to fluid percussion injury (FPI) and tested whether ppTMS metrics of cortical inhibition differ in magnitude and temporal pattern in injured rats. Anesthetized adult rats were exposed to FPI or sham injury. Ninety minutes post-TBI, rats were injected with HupA or saline (0.6 mg/kg, intraperitoneally). TBI resulted in reduced cortical inhibition 90 min after the injury (N=18) compared to sham (N=13) controls (p=0.03). HupA enhanced cortical inhibition after both sham injury (N=6; p=0.002) and TBI (N=6; p=0.02). The median time to maximum HupA inhibition in sham and TBI groups were 46.4 and 76.5 min, respectively (p=0.03). This was consistent with a quadratic trend comparison that projects HupA-mediated cortical inhibition to last longer in injured rats (p=0.007). We show that 1) cortical GABA-mediated inhibition, as measured by ppTMS, decreases acutely post-TBI, 2) HupA restores lost post-TBI GABA-mediated inhibition, and 3) HupA-mediated enhancement of cortical inhibition is delayed post-TBI. The plausible reasons of the latter include 1) low HupA volume of distribution rendering HupA confined in the intravascular compartment, therefore vulnerable to reduced post-TBI cerebral perfusion, and 2) GABAR dysfunction and increased AChE activity post-TBI.
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Introduction

Huperzine A (HupA) is a naturally occurring compound found in the firmoss Huperzia Serrata. HupA is an acetylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibitor, in active investigation as a treatment for disorders of cognition and memory, such as Alzheimer’s disease. As well, our laboratory recently identified a potent anticonvulsive HupA capacity that is mediated by enhancement of cortical GABAergic inhibition. HupA also has analgesic and neuroprotective properties. Taken together, these findings indicate a potential to deploy HupA in the setting of acute brain injury, perhaps as a direct neuroprotective intervention, and also to mitigate pain and suppress acute seizures, which can worsen the neurological outcome.

Yet, although potentially useful in an acute brain injury setting, HupA has a volume of distribution of 0.061 L/kg, which suggests that it is vastly confined in the intravascular compartment, and that its pharmacodynamics are likely to be affected by events, such as brain injury, that alter cerebral perfusion. Accordingly, we tested whether the magnitude and timing of HupA-mediated enhancement of cortical inhibition is altered in an established rat traumatic brain injury (TBI) model. Specifically, we measured cortical inhibition by paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (ppTMS) combined with needle electromyography (EMG) in the rat fluid percussion TBI model.

In ppTMS, the motor cortex is stimulated, noninvasively, by small intracranial electrical currents generated by a fluctuating extracranial magnetic field, and the resultant motor output is quantified as the amplitude of the motor evoked potential (MEP) obtained from a limb muscle. Notably, ppTMS is available in both rats and in humans and thus is emerging a valuable translational experimental tool. In common translational ppTMS protocols,
the pair of stimuli, termed conditioning and test stimuli, are separated by 50- to 300-ms interstimulus intervals to produce a pair of MEPs. When analyzed as pairs, the size of the second (test) MEP is predictably smaller than the size of the first (conditioning) MEP, most likely attributed to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor (GABA<sub>R</sub>)-mediated long-interval intracortical inhibition of the test response that is triggered by the initial conditioning stimulus. <sup>2</sup>–<sup>17</sup>

In the subacute and chronic (days to weeks post-TBI) post-traumatic time windows, TBI causes an increase in cortical excitation/inhibition (E:I) ratio, as measured by immunohistochemistry and by ppTMS, that is attributed to the loss of GABAergic synaptic inhibition. <sup>19</sup>–<sup>21</sup> Yet, acute (minutes or hours post-injury) TBI effects on cortical inhibitory tone are unknown and may be relevant to pharmacological management of injured patients by GABAergic drugs such as HupA. Thus, we tested whether 1) cortico-E:I ratio is affected in an acute TBI setting and 2) HupA-mediated enhancement of intracortical inhibition is altered by TBI.

**Methods**

**Animals and pharmaceuticals**

Thirty-one adult male Sprague–Dawley rats (240–400 g) were used for this set of experiments. Rats were assigned to four groups: sham-vehicle (n = 5), sham-HupA (n = 6), TBI-vehicle (n = 5), and TBI-HupA (n = 6). Nine additional rats were used only for baseline recording. Animals were kept in standard cages with ad libitum water and food supply in a climate-controlled facility on a 12-h light/dark cycle. All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Boston Children’s Hospital and in accord with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

The following stock concentrations were used in the current experiments: urethane (0.2 g/mL); HupA (1 mg/mL); and pentobarbital (50 mg/mL). HupA (99% pure; Biscayne Neurotherapeutics, Inc., Miami, FL) was dissolved in normal saline. An equal volume of normal saline was injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) to the vehicle controls.

**Fluid percussion injury**

Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (4% for induction, 2% for maintenance) before their heads were secured on the stereotactic frame. After making a 1-cm sterile midline incision, a circular 4-mm burr hole was drilled on the left posterior parietal bone, adjacent to the temporal bone and the lambdoid suture. Fluid percussion injury (FPI), modified per our previously published protocol, was induced with a fluid percussion device (AmScien Instruments, Henrico, VA).<sup>22</sup> A percussion wave of 4.3 ± 0.3 atm was delivered to the exposed dura. Rats were closely observed after FPI for the duration of apnea. Animals with less than 10 sec of apnea were excluded from the study. For sham injury, a sterile incision was made and the posterior parietal bone was lightly scratched with the drill bit in a circular fashion without turning the drill on, but no craniectomy was performed.

After surgical wound closure, animals were injected with urethane (1.2 g/kg, i.p.) for long-term anesthesia and buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg, subcutaneously) for analgesia. Urethane was injected in 2 equal doses separated by 25 min.

**Paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation**

Anesthetized animals were mounted on the stereotactic frame and focal single TMS pulses were applied over the left motor cortex by a customized 70-mm figure-8 coil (40 mm external diameter of each lobe) using Magstim 200 magnetic stimulators (Magstim, Wales, UK). The coil positioning and motor threshold (MT) determination were adapted from the methods described in our lab.<sup>23</sup> After obtaining the MT of the right brachioradialis muscle, 15 pairs of TMS pulses with 100-ms interstimulus intervals were applied at 120% MT every 20 sec over 5 min. Immediately after the last pair, 0.6 mg/kg i.p. of HupA or saline was injected 90 min post-FPI. Then, six blocks of resting (10 min) and EMG recording (5 min) for a total of 90 min followed the injection. We previously demonstrated that 0.6 mg/kg of HupA increases GABAergic transmission in uninjured rats.<sup>4</sup> In those experiments, higher HupA doses caused cholinerigic side effects (i.e., hypersalivation and muscle fasciculations), which interfered with data acquisition. We therefore used 0.6 mg/kg of HupA in our experiments.

**Statistical analysis**

Data were analyzed using STATISTICA (version 10; StatSoft, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) and SAS software (version 9.2; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) with the significance level of p < 0.05. The contralateral brachioradialis MEPs were recorded for every ppTMS. Log transform of the test/conditioning MEP values were used to avoid floor effect. Hence, lower values correspond to greater cortical inhibition. We hereby present the log values as the percent cortical inhibition, that is, −0.25 is 25% cortical inhibition. Seven sets of MEPs were averaged for every time point (baseline, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 min).

ppTMS measures among groups were compared by repeated-measures analysis of variance, with factors GROUP and TIME. To compare the baseline values for sham (n = 13) and verum (n = 18) injury groups, the Mann-Whitney U test was used. The best fit polynomial curves were generated by Microsoft Excel (2013; Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA), and the abscissas of their vertices were calculated from the quadratic polynomial equations. The time to maximum effect for each animal was compared with the Mann-Whitney U test. The chi-squared test was used to compare the cortical inhibition ratios.

We also built a longitudinal model using a linear mixed-effects regression model with random intercept, slope of time, and slope of time<sup>2</sup> terms to account for within-subject correlations. The model included linear and quadratic effects of time and their interactions with group to differentiate the trajectories of two groups. This model allowed us to compare the patterns in which the curves reached their peak and returned to their baseline. The final model selection was made using Akaike information criterion.

**Results**

**Cortical inhibition decreases acutely after traumatic brain injury**

Cortical excitability ranged from 1% to 60% inhibition (median, 24% inhibition) in the sham group, whereas it ranged from 50% inhibition to 8% excitation (median, 14% inhibition) in the TBI group. Baseline median cortical inhibition 90 min post-TBI was significantly less than that after sham injury (p = 0.038; Fig. 1A). In addition, 8 animals (44%) in the TBI group, as opposed to only 1 animal (8%) in the sham group, had less than 10% cortical inhibition 90 min post-TBI ($F_{1,9} = 4.95; p = 0.026$).

**Huperzine A enhances cortical inhibition in sham and traumatic brain injury animals**

In sham-injured animals, cortical inhibition was increased after HupA injection compared to saline-injected animals ($F_{1,9} = 17.84; p = 0.002$; Fig. 1B). This confirms the previous findings, which showed a HupA-mediated increase in GABAergic transmission.<sup>4</sup>
addition, our findings show the time course of HupA-mediated inhibition over 90 min. Post-TBI, HupA also enhanced cortical inhibition compared to saline-injected animals ($F_{(1,9)} = 8.5; p = 0.017$; Fig. 1B).

**FIG. 1.** Cortical inhibition measurements by ppTMS. Given that log transform of conditioning/test MEP values were used to avoid floor effect, lower values correspond to greater inhibition (A). Decrease in cortical inhibition 90 min post-TBI. Ninety minutes after sham or verum injury at baseline, the median cortical inhibition was 24% and 14% in sham ($n=13$) and TBI ($n=18$) groups, respectively ($p = 0.038$). (B) Enhanced cortical inhibition after HupA. Cortical inhibition changes were observed for 90 min after HupA (0.6 mg/kg) or vehicle injection. Injections were 90 min after the surgery and immediately after the baseline ppTMS session. HupA enhanced cortical inhibition after both sham injury (*$p = 0.002$) and TBI (*$p = 0.017$). HupA, huperzine A; ppTMS, paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation; TBI, traumatic brain injury.

**Traumatic brain injury delays maximal huperzine A effect**

Based on the magnitude of HupA cortical inhibition over time, the polynomial best fit curves were generated. The abscissas of the vertices represent the time-to-maximal HupA effect, which was 36–59 min (median, 46.4) in the sham group and 45–101 min (median, 76.5) in the TBI group ($p = 0.03$; Fig. 2). The linear mixed-effect model demonstrated that the HupA effect-time curves had significantly steeper slopes both linearly (FPI vs. sham; $\beta = 0.00496; p = 0.04$) and quadratically (FPI vs. sham; $\beta = -0.00008; p = 0.007$) in the TBI group than in the sham group. That is, relative to sham, both reaching the maximal HupA effect and returning to baseline were delayed in the TBI group.

**FIG. 2.** Time to maximal HupA effect. (A) Comparison of sham and TBI groups in terms of time to maximal HupA effect demonstrated as Tukey box plot. Time to maximal HupA effect was delayed in the TBI group ($p = 0.03$). (B) Polynomial best fit curves with 95% confidence intervals and the vertices for sham and TBI groups shown. Round and squared dots represent the vertices of sham ($n=6$) and TBI ($N=6$) groups, respectively. HupA, huperzine A; TBI, traumatic brain injury.

**Discussion**

Our data show that cortical inhibition is depressed acutely post-TBI. Notably, published pre-clinical data indicate that the first measurable decrease in paired-pulse cortical inhibition is 2 weeks post-TBI, though in those experiments, cortical inhibition was not measured until 1 week post-injury.$^{19}$ Thus, we provide insight into the mechanism of acute post-TBI seizures and also add an acute time point to the study of the mechanisms of prolonged suppression of cortical inhibition that may lead to lasting post-traumatic consequences, such as post-traumatic epilepsy.

With respect to rescue of lost cortical inhibition, HupA treatment enhanced not only inhibition in sham-injured animals, but also post-TBI. Hence, we show that, despite injury, the brain retains a
capacity for HupA-mediated enhancement of cortical inhibitory tone. Yet, the peak cortical inhibitory HupA effect is delayed post-TBI. This underscores that the acute TBI setting may require specialized considerations of drug dose and timing.

The plausible reasons for altered HupA pharmacodynamics post-TBI include 1) GABA<sub>A</sub>R dysfunction, 2) lowered HupA bioavailability attributed to reduced cerebral perfusion, and 3) increased AChE activity. Relev. to the ppTMS data interpreting that the HupA effect is mediated by increased GABA release, published *in vitro* results show that pathologically altered chloride homeostasis with a shift toward intracellular chloride accumulation renders GABA<sub>A</sub>Rs depolarizing, and thus excitatory, given that their activation would result in chloride efflux rather than influx. Animal studies also suggest that GABA<sub>A</sub>R subunits (α1, α2, α5, β2, β3, γ2, and δ) and z<sub>nAChR</sub> expression are reduced, thus favoring net excitation, in the acute TBI setting. Yet, these pathophysiological changes, in our view, are more likely to result in dampened, rather than delayed, response to HupA. On the other hand, either increased post-TBI AChE activity or decreased cerebral perfusion may retard intrathecal HupA accumulation and explain the delayed time to peak ppTMS response post-TBI.

Further experiments investigating these pathophysiological mechanisms may provide insight into acute TBI patient care in terms of the drug of choice and dosing schedules. Hence, we propose that HupA dosing should be adjusted acutely post-TBI to elicit anti-seizure or other relevant beneficial effects.

We note that the present experiments relied on only a single HupA dose, which was adequate to answer the binary question of whether or not cerebral pharmacodynamics are distinct in groups separated by presence or absence of TBI. The use of a single HupA dose and absence of a dose-response curve is a limitation of our study. We thus anticipate further characterization of the TBI contribution to cerebral pharmacodynamics in follow-up studies, beyond the scope of this report, that will include a range of agents and doses.

Beyond HupA, our data also support the notion that centrally acting drugs are affected to various degrees by TBI, and to improve the probability of a desired pharmacological effect, the dosing of such agents should accommodate pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic changes that follow brain injury.
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